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CONS P EC TU S

A heterogeneous catalyst in industry consists of
nanoparticles with variable crystallite sizes,

shapes, and compositions. Its catalytic performance
(activity, selectivity, and durability) derives from
surface chemistry of catalyst nanoparticles during
catalysis. However, the surface chemistry of the
catalyst particles during catalysis, termed in-situ
information, is a “black box” because of the chal-
lenges in characterizing the catalysts during catalysis.
The lack of such in-situ information about catalysts
has limited the understanding of catalytic mecha-
nisms and the development of catalysts with high selectivity and activity.

The challenges in understanding heterogeneous catalysis include measurement of reaction kinetics, identification of reaction
intermediates, bridging pressure gap andmaterials gap. The pressure gap is the difference in surface structure and chemistry between
a catalyst during catalysis and under an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condition. The materials gap represents the difference between the
structural and compositional complexity of industrial catalysts and the well-defined surface of model catalysts of metals or oxides.

Development of in-situ characterization using electron spectroscopy and electron microscopy in recent decades has made
possible studies of surface chemistry and structure of nanocatalysts under reaction conditions or during catalysis at near ambient
pressure. In this Account, we review the new chemistries and structures of nanocatalysts during reactions revealed with in-situ
analytical techniques. We discuss changes observed during catalysis including the evolution of composition, oxidation state, phase,
and geometric structure of the catalyst surface, and the sintering of catalysts. These surface chemistries and structures have
allowed researchers to build a correlation between surface chemistry and structure of active nanocatalysts and their corresponding
catalytic performances. Such a correlation provides critical insights for understanding catalysis, optimization of existing
nanocatalysts, and development of new nanocatalysts with high activity and selectivity.

1. Introduction
Heterogeneous catalysis is a chemical process performed at

a solid�gas or solid�liquid interface. In most industrial

processes of heterogeneous catalysis, reactant gases, typi-

cally 760 Torr or higher, flow through a catalyst bed at a

high temperature. Crystallites of industrial catalyst particles

are at nanoscale, 1�100 nm.1 Thus, the studies of catalysts

are an essential part of nanoscience and nanotechnology,

recently termed nanocatalysis. However it is different from

the nanosciences focusing on physical properties of nano-

materials such as band gap, electron-transfer, photoexcita-

tion, and absorption, which deal with the static structure

and physical properties of nanocrystals. In these cases, the

surface chemistry of nanomaterials is not strongly related to

their functions.

As catalytic processes are performed on the surface of

nanocatalysts under working conditions, surface chemistry

of thesematerials could experience significant changes when

compared to that before and/or after catalysis.2 Figure 1

schematically presents the potential evolutions of nano-

catalysts from an as-synthesized catalyst to the catalyst after

reaction. Surface chemistry of a nanocatalyst during catalysis

could be similar to thoseprior to (possibility 1) or after reaction

(possibility 3). In these cases, ex-situ studies can provide
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information of the nanocatalyst during catalysis and aid the

understandingof catalyticmechanisms.However, inpossibility

2 and 4, surface phase during catalysis is neither the same as

that before nor that after catalysis; thus, to understand their

catalytic mechanisms it is necessary to obtain surface chem-

istry of the active phase during catalysis. As fresh surface or

subsurface of active catalysts could be oxidized upon exposed

to ambient environment, a large number of reactions can be

categorized into possibilities 2 and 4 since an active phase,

metal or oxide surfaces with oxygen vacancies could be

oxidized easily once they are exposed to an ambient environ-

ment. Ideally, in any of the four cases in Figure 1, in-situ

characterization should be applied to check whether the

catalyst experiences change of surface chemistry or not.

This Account mainly discusses the new chemistries of

catalysts during reactions revealed with in-situ analytical

techniques (mainly environmental electron microscopy),

which makes it different from previous reviews focusing

on in-situ studies of bimetallic catalysts,2,3 and introductory

review of chemistry and structure of materials in reactive

environments.4 Here we discuss the evolution of composi-

tion, oxidation state and phase, and geometric structure of

catalyst surface, and sintering of catalysts during catalysis

which are topics different from the published reviews.2�4

2. In-Situ Characterization to Bridge the Gap
The key components in understanding heterogeneous cat-

alysis include the chemistry and structure of a catalyst sur-

face and the formed adsorbates during catalysis. Typically,

surface adsorbates can be examined with vibrational spec-

troscopy. As vibrational spectroscopy is a photon-in-photon-

out technique, there is not a technical gap in its applications

to catalysis studies. In terms of surface chemistry of a

catalyst, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is one of

the major techniques since it can identify oxidation states,

chemical compositions, depth-dependent distribution of

elements, and electronic states.5,6 In addition, ambient

pressure XPS (AP-XPS) can provide information of gas phase

above a catalyst other than adsorbates and surface of the

catalyst. More importantly, the limited inelastic mean free path

of photoelectrons in a solid makes it a surface-sensitive ana-

lytical technique when soft X-rays (<1500 eV) are used. Since

heterogeneouscatalysis isperformedon thesurfaceof catalysts,

this surface-sensitive techniquemakes it capable of distinguish-

ing surface information from bulk.7 However, because it is a

photon-in-electron-out technique, a shorter mean free path of

photoelectrons in an ambient pressure gaseous environment

seriously limits the applications of this powerful technique to

studies of catalyst surfaces in ambient environment.

Some years after the birth of XPS technique, Siegbahn

and co-workers had made efforts in studying sample sur-

faces under a relatively high pressure.8�11 Further efforts

have been made by a few groups.12,13 One approach is to

use an aperture to separate high pressure environment of

catalytic reactants from the vacuum side of the energy

analyzer. In 2002, the first synchrotron-based ambient pres-

sure XPS (AP-XPS) was invented.14 Focusing lenses were

used to increase the collection rate for the first time. After

this invention, a few other AP-XPS instruments were built.15

Details of instrumentation can be found in the literature.16,17

Different from high vacuum XPS, AP-XPS can provide infor-

mation of the surface of a catalyst, adsorbate, and also the

reactant gases above the catalyst.

A catalysis event occurs on specific surface sites, which

consist of one or several atoms of surface of metal, oxide, or

nanocomposited metal-oxide. Information on surface sites

of catalysts can be acquired from a scanning tunneling

microscope (STM) or other surface-sensitive microscopy

technique.18 In the last three decades, STM has been exten-

sively used in numerous fields such as imaging surface

geometric and electronic structures at the atomic level in

vacuum and breaking or formation of chemical bonds

through manipulation in UHV. Although this technique is

not limited to UHV, the reaction conditions (pressure of gas

around the surface and temperature of the catalyst) signifi-

cantly impact its functions and further applications; for

instance, a high reaction temperature certainly induces

thermal drift of the tip. Thus, for a specific application in

visualizing catalysts' surface during catalysis, instrumenta-

tion is necessary. One straightforward approach successfully

used in early studies of model catalyst surfaces in reactant

environment is filling reactant gas into a UHV chamber.19,20

This approach allows for the study of surface structures at

room temperature up to 760 Torr. Recently, a high pressure

STM with an integrated reaction cell was built by a few

FIGURE 1. Possible evolution of surface phase of a catalyst before,
during and after catalysis.
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groups,21�26 which allows for visualization of surface of a

catalyst in reactant gases at apressureup to760Torr or higher.

Recent studies showed that subsurface could play important

role in catalysis since it could influence electron structure

and packing of atoms of the topmost layer of a catalyst.

The rapid development of electronmicroscopy in the past

decade has offered the possibility of identifying the phase

and chemical composition of nanocatalysts in gaseous

environments or even liquids. The technique is referred to as

environmental transmission electronmicroscopy (E-TEM).27,28

Other than these techniques, there are several other well-

developed techniques for operando studies, which examine

structure and composition of the bulk phase of nanocatalysts

under reaction conditions or during catalysis, including X-ray

absorption near edge structure (XANES), extended X-ray

absorption fine structure (EXAFS), and X-ray diffraction

(XRD). Excellent reviews on those techniques have been

published in literature.29,30 XANES, EXAFS, and XRD provide

valuable information of catalysts when particles are in size of

a few nanometers or smaller. With the development of

characterization techniques of nanocatalysts at conditions

of ambient pressure or higher, many new chemistries under

reaction conditions or during catalysis have been uncovered.

3. Evolution of Surface Composition of
Nanocatalysts during Reactions
Surface composition of a bimetallic nanocatalyst could be

changed upon heating to a high temperature in UHV. In

most of these cases, atoms of a metal with a lower surface

energy will segregate to the surface; thus, a higher concen-

tration of such a metal in the surface region is expected.

However, the evolution of the surface composition during

catalysis could be different with respect to the presence of

different reactant gases. One example is the reactant-

dependent evolution of surface composition driven by inter-

actions between the reactant gas and the bimetallic,

Rh0.5Pd0.5 nanocatalyst.31 Depth-profile analysis showed

that the as-synthesized nanoparticle has Rh-rich shell and

Pd-rich core.31 However, its composition changed when

these bimetallic NPs were exposed to different reactant

gases as shown in Figure 2. For example, the atomic fraction

of Rh in the surface region (defined to the region from 0.1 to

1.0 nm deep) at 300 �C in nitric oxide or oxygen was ∼97%

with an error of 5%. However, when carbon monoxide was

introduced and a mixture of reactant gases was formed, the

surface composition changed to Pd-rich surface with atomic

fraction of Pd of ∼52%. Clearly, the surface region

was restructured largely upon changing the reactant gas.

The outcome was the migration of Rh atoms to deep region

and the segregation of Pd atoms to the surface region.

The significant change of surface composition, driven by

switching reactant gases, was termed reaction-driven

restructuring. Such a restructuring could cycle a few times

though the segregated amount decreased progressively,

probably due to the formation of carbides or other reactions.

Figure 2 presents the evolution of surface composition of

Rh0.5Pd0.5 bimetallic nanoparticle in different reactants at

Torr pressure range. The evolution of surface composition of

RhxPd1�x, RhxPt1�x, and PdxPt1�x nanoparticles could be

determined by two main factors. One is the surface energy

of the constituentmetals. The other is the adsorption energy

of reactantmolecules on themetal atoms.When adsorption

energies of a molecule on two constituting metals are

similar, surface energies of the constituting metals play a

major role. In this case, the surface composition is deter-

mined by the surface energies. Typically, the surface energy

of single crystals can be used to evaluate a trend of surface

segregation. However, when the adsorption energies of a

reactant on the constituting metals are quite different or the

formation energies of surface phases (such as metal oxides)

are quite different, the trend of segregation, and thus the

surface composition and oxidation state, are mainly deter-

mined by the adsorption energies or formation energies of

surface compounds. Generally, the constituting element,

which has larger adsorption energy or preferentially forms

FIGURE 2. Evolution of Rh0.5Pd0.5 bimetallic nanocatalysts under
different reaction conditions. (a) TEM image of Rh0.5Pd0.5 with a size of
∼16 nm. (b) Schematic of ambient pressure XPS studies. (c) Evolution of
surface composition under different reaction conditions; The models at
the bottom illustrate the restructuring of composition in surface
region (“shell”) and deep region. Red and blue represent Rh and Pd,
respectively. Adapted from ref 31.
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metallic oxide or other compound, will dominate the surface

composition, though other effects can reverse the trend.32

Change of surface composition was also observed on

another type of nanocatalysts. They are nanocomposited

metal core (B) and oxide shell (AOx). In general, AOx shell can

form on core of metallic B, leading to a nanocomposited

B@AOx catalyst. Although there is a boundary of core of

metal B and shell of oxide AOx in the as-synthesized catalyst,

the oxide shell could be partially or completely reduced to

metallic A by H2 of pretreatment or reducing reactant during

catalysis to thus form A-B alloy. One excellent example33 is

the formation of a highly active phase of CO oxidation from

CuOx nanopatches supported on Au core through reduction

in H2 with a followed oxidation during catalysis. This as-

synthesized Au@CuOx nanocomposited catalyst particles

(∼3 nm) were synthesized through grafting H2N(CH2)3-Si-

(OEt)3 on silica surface with a followed impregnation and

reduction with NaBH4.
33 A calcination in air at 500 �C forms

CuOx shell. The as-synthesized catalyst consists of a Au core

and a CuOx shell. Atomic fraction of Cu on surface of the as-

synthesized catalyst is 100% since the shell is pure CuOx. A

pretreatment in H2 reduces CuOx to metallic Cu which forms

Au3Cu intermediate, in which the atomic fraction of Cu on

surface is 25%.While it is exposed to reactant gases (CO and

O2) an interesting restructuring is observed; CuOx nano-

patches are formed on the surface of Au core.33 During CO

oxidation, Cu of Au3Cu is oxidized, forming discontinuous

CuOx nanopatches. The left Au of Au3Cu forms ametallic Au

core. Thus, atomic fraction of Cu in the surface is larger than

25% since Au3Cu is dealloyed and oxidized to form a

ultrathin CuOx nanopatches supported on a relatively larger

core of Au. Both exposed CuOx nanopatches and surface of

Au core are available sites for a reaction. This restructured

surface consists of large fraction of Au atoms at the interface

of CuOxnanopatches andAu. In fact, the formednewsurface

exhibits high activity for CO oxidation at temperature lower

than0 �C. It is attributed to the sites ofAuandCuOx locatedat

the interface of Au core and CuOx nanopatches. A similar

catalyst, Au�Ag was reported.34 Its high catalytic activity in

CO oxidation is also due to the synergy of Au and AgOx. The

promotion role of AgOx in CO oxidation on Au was sup-

ported by other work as well.35

4. Evolution of Oxidation State and Phase
Transformation
Many catalytic processes involve a reducing or oxidizing

gas as one of the reactants. The as-synthesized catalysts

could be metal, oxide, metal supported on oxide, or oxide

supported onmetal nanoclusters. In a reactive environment

of high temperature, the surface phase, or even both surface

and bulk phases, could be reduced or oxidized. In some

cases an active phase is formed in-situ.

An example is in-situ reduction of cobalt catalyst of

Fischer�Tropsch synthesis (FTS). The active cobalt catalyst

synthesized through wet chemistry is essentially cobalt

oxide.36 Environmental TEM studies clearly showed the

evolution of surface valence state in reducing environment

and the associated coarsening at different reaction con-

ditions.37 The in-situ EELS spectra suggested the progressive

reduction of cobalt oxide (Figure 3). Figure 3c clearly shows

the fraction of metal portion formed as a function of reduc-

tion conditions.

Another example is a Fe catalyst for FTS. The as-synthe-

sized Fe2O3 catalyst experiences a significant change under

pretreatment and during catalysis.38 In COþH2, Fe2O3 en-

countered a progressive phase transition to Fe2C5. This

phase transition was visualized by X-ray scanning micro-

scopy (Figure 4). Fe2O3was first reduced tometallic Fewhich,

under reaction conditions, dissociates CO and forms iron

carbide. The iron carbide is the actual active phase for FTS.39

In terms of three-way catalytic converter and high-tem-

perature fuel cells applications, ceria zirconia nanoparticles

play a critical role as catalysts due to their ability of switching

oxidation states in response to the chemical potential of

oxygen. Investigation of redox activity of thismaterial needs

FIGURE 3. Evolution of valence state of cobalt catalysts under a series
of reaction conditions. (a) E-TEM images of the nanocomposite particle
under different reducing environments. (b) Co L2,3 edges of these
catalysts, determined from in-situmeasurements; (c) fraction of metallic
Co at different reaction conditions. Adapted from ref 37. Copyright 2012
American Chemical Society.
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to be done in-situ since partially reduced cerium oxide is

unstable at low temperature and/or in any relatively

high oxygen partial pressure. In-situ E-TEM analysis

at 480�590 �C in 1.5 Torr of dry H2 showed that individual

ceria zirconia NPs have different reduction activity40

(EELS insets of Figure 5a and b). Correlation between oxida-

tion state and reduction temperature (Figure 5c) showed that

the active particle can change its oxidation state from

þ4 to þ3, along with the increase of working temperature,

while the nonactive one had minor change.

5. Geometric Restructuring of Reaction Sites
Oxidation state and phase structure are the average infor-

mation of nanocatalysts reflecting the surface chemistry and

structure over a relatively large scale. Different from some

surface chemistry processes such as surface corrosion, a

catalysis event is performed on catalytic sites with a specific

atomic packing and electronic state on surface of a nano-

catalyst. The specific packing of atoms at atomic scale gives

appropriate electronic and geometric structures for adsorp-

tion of reactant molecules, cleavage of bonds, formation of

new bonds by coupling two intermediate species, and a

subsequent desorption of product molecules. Characteriza-

tion of these catalytic sites at nano or atomic scale is crucial

in thorough understanding of catalysis. Identification of

catalytic sites at atomic level has beenmost frequently done

using STM.18,41�43

In most cases, the reactive sites can be atoms at the inter-

face of metal/metal oxide nanoparticles or under-coordinated

FIGURE 5. In-situ E-TEM studies of inactive and active ceria zirconia nanoparticles at 586 �C in 1.5 Torr of H2. (a) In-situ TEMof inactive nanoparticles;
(b) in-situ TEM of active nanoparticles; (c) evolution of oxidation state of inactive and active nanoparticles. For active nanoparticles, Ce4þ ions
can be reduced to Ce3þ. Reproduced from ref 40. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 4. Represented X-absorption spectroscopy (a�c) of Fe catalysts
of Fischer�Tropsch synthesis and chemical contour maps (d�f).
Reproduced from ref 38.
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atoms on the surface of a heterogeneous catalyst. Typically

atoms at step edges of a surface or corners of the crystallite

nanocatalyst exhibit high activity in molecular or dissocia-

tive adsorption. Due to the low coordination number, they

are active in breaking chemical bonds through strong bond-

ing with one or two atoms of a reactant molecule. On the

other hand, the under-coordinated environment of these

atoms makes them highly mobile and they readily partici-

pate in restructuring of the catalyst surface. In some cases,

such restructuring creates active sites responsible to the

reaction condition.

In-situ studies have demonstrated the evolution of these

catalysts at nano or atomic scale. One example is the

dynamics restructuring of Pt atoms at the edge of Pt(111)

surface. As shown in Figure 6a, atoms at the step edge of a

large-scale flat terrace have a coordination number of 7. At

room temperature, CO molecules are molecularly adsorbed

on Pt atoms. The preferential adsorption site is the Pt atoms

along the step edge. Vacuum approach has demonstrated

that the adsorption of CO molecules does not change the

geometric packing of Pt atoms if there is no gaseous

environment around the Pt surface.18 As the coverage of

adsorbates in UHV environment is low, the repulsion

between two adjacent CO molecules at a step edge is

negligible. However, at a relatively high pressure of CO,

the coverage is increased. The crowded packing at the step

edge could break step. Figure 6b is a STM image of the step

edge of Pt(111) in CO of 10 Torr at room temperature

collected with a tungsten tip.44 Within 49 s, the step edge

restructured significantly (Figure 6b) andmore kink sites and

new nanoclusters were formed. It clearly demonstrated the

increased mobility of atoms at the step edge in reactant

gases in contrast to that in UHV.

Other than interatomic restructuring in a surface layer,

there is also an interplanar restructuring performed during

catalysis observed with E-TEM. Interplanar restructuring of

Au nanoparticles supported on CeO2 was observed during

CO oxidation using E-TEM.45 Under vacuum conditions,

the interplanar distance along Æ100æ direction remained

unchanged as shown in Figure 7. The interplanar distance

between the topmost and second topmost surface layer in

high vacuum is 0.20 nm, which is the same as that in bulk of

a gold single crystal. However, introduction of 1 vol % CO in

air at 0.45 mbar into the system at room temperature

resulted in position shifting of the topmost and second

topmost layers (Figure 7b). This is due to a mismatched

stacking between the two layers, the topmost layer of Au

nanoparticles formed a undulating hexagonal lattice while

FIGURE 6. Restructuring of atoms at step edge of Pt(111) at 10 Torr CO
at room temperature. (a) Structural model step edge of Pt(111). (b) STM
images of the same surface collected at a time lag of about 49 s (images
at t and t þ 49 s). Panel (b) adapted with permission from ref 44.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 7. E-TEM image of gold NP supported on CeO2 in (A) vacuum
and (B) a reaction environment for CO oxidation (1 vol % CO in air gas
mixture at 0.45 mbar at room temperature). Regions I and II indicate
two (100) facets. Reproduced from ref 45.
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the second topmost layer had a slightly distorted normal

square lattice. Evidently, this is a dynamic consequence

done by adsorbate�facet interaction at a relatively high

pressure of reactants that is only visible during analysis.

Although a visualization of surface of nanoparticles at atom-

ic scale is very challenging, these model studies do demon-

strate the flexibility of surface atoms and the possibility of

restructuring metal atoms under reaction conditions or dur-

ing catalysis.

6. Sintering of Nanocatalysts
As heterogeneous catalysis event is performed on surface of

a nanocatalyst, typically noble metals are finely dispersed

on a support to increase efficiency on a per atombasis. Small

size of nanocatalyst particles and high dispersion make

NPs have excess surface energy due to their high-surface

area and then become metastable. Given sufficient ther-

mal activation, the NPs will decrease their surface energy

by sintering into larger particles. The outcome is typically a

decrease in their catalytic performance.46 Detailed under-

standing of the sinteringmechanism can be difficult due to

complex physical and chemical phenomena involved.

Two generic sintering mechanisms are often being

considered:47,48 (1) particle migration, in which the nano-

particles diffuse over the support and coalesce with neigh-

boring ones, and (2) atom migration (i.e., Ostwald

ripening), in which atoms from one nanoparticle are

emitted, diffuse over the support, and reside onto another

nanoparticle.

Many in-situ studies regarding sintering mechanisms for

industrial nanocatalysts, for example, Pt/SiO2, Pt/Al2O3,

have been conducted, which showed different conclusions.

For instance, debate in sintering mechanism for Pt/SiO2

nanoparticles50�53 was mainly due to the lack of direct

and in-situ analysis techniques. Using E-TEM, Helveg

et al.49 unambiguously determined the sintering mechan-

ism of Pt/SiO2 model catalyst under oxidizing gas envir-

onment of 10 mbar synthetic air at 650 �C. Figure 8 shows

that the Pt NPs were mobile and their size either increased

or decreased. The arrows in each TEM images of Figure 8

indicate examples of growing nanoparticles (marked with

up-arrow) and decaying ones (marked with down-arrow),

which clearly demonstrates that the sintering process

followed the Ostwald ripening mechanism. In-situ studies

using E-TEM provided unique mechanistic and kinetic

information, for example, temporal evolution of the

nanoparticle size, size distribution, and nanoparticle

growth rate.49

7. Further Challenges in in-Situ andOperando
Studies of Nanocatalysts
Although only some examples of in-situ studies were dis-

cussed here due to the limited space, we certainly acknowl-

edged that many other examples were reported in

literatures in the last decades. The necessity and significance

of in-situ studies of nanocatalysts have been recognized

from the increasing number of publications of in-situ studies

in catalysis community. From technical point of view, there is

no single in-situ technique which could provide enough

information for understanding catalysis. The major limit in

electron-based techniques such as AP-XPS and E-TEM is the

low upper-pressure of operation. Breakthrough in instru-

mentation toward a higher operational pressure has been

highly demanded. In addition, an improvement of in-situ

spectroscopy toward a higher spatial resolution is ideal since

such a technique could potentially distinguish surface chem-

istry particle by particle in the future. This is the target of

many ongoing efforts in the field of in-situ studies of

nanocatalysts.

An ultimate goal of in-situ studies of nanocatalysis is the

examination of chemistry (composition, oxide state, and

electron structure) of surface, subsurface, or bulk of local

FIGURE8. Time-lapsed in-situ TEM images (50�50 nm2) of the Pt/SiO2

catalyst during exposure to10mbar synthetic air at 650 �C. Thedenoted
times are relative to the time at which the temperature reaches 650 �C.
Reproduced from ref 49.
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structures of nanocatalysts at nanometer or atomic scale

with high temporal resolution during catalysis. To reach this

goal, we are facing grand challenges. One is the limit of

upper pressure in many in-situ characterizations. Although

recent advancement in instrumentation has realized in-situ

studies of nanocatalysts at Torr pressure, or near or semi-

ambient pressure conditions, these pressure regimes are still

lower than the working pressures of catalysts. For example,

the upper pressure of current AP-XPS and E-TEM is much

lower than 760 Torr. To be able to image catalysts at 760

Torr or higher using E-TEM, one solution is development of

an E-TEM sample holder which allows for imaging of a

catalyst surface at higher pressure. There have been on-

going efforts of TEM manufacturers including FEI and JEOL.

One technical barrier in these efforts is the mechanic and

thermal stability of such a sample holder at high tempera-

ture in environment of 760 Torr or higher. Another chal-

lenge is visualization of catalyst surfaces, model catalysts

(flat single crystals, nanoclusters on flat surfaces) at atomic

level at a relatively high temperature in ambient pressure of

reactants. Therefore, advance of in-situ characterization of

catalyst surfaces for achieving high spatial resolution at high

temperature is necessary since most of heterogeneous

catalysis is performed on catalysts at high temperature in

an environment of reactants at ambient pressure or higher.

Additional challenge which has been under-presented is the

in-situ characterization of nanocatalysts with a high tempor-

al resolution to identify reaction intermediates during cata-

lysis. As ultrafast spectroscopy and fast imaging techniques

are critical for tracking chemistry and structure of catalyst

surface, subsurface or even bulk, it would be great if a

technique/instrument with the functions of in-situ ultrafast

spectroscopy and simultaneous fast imaging of a catalyst

during catalysis could be available. It could be true in the

near future with the advance in TEM technology since high

resolution TEM imaging technique with high temporal re-

solution has been successfully developed in past decade.54
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